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Anonymous: METHOD TO CONFIGURE AND TRAIN SERVER-SIDE STREAMING OPTIMIZATIONS

METHOD TO CONFIGURE AND TRAIN SERVER-SIDE STREAMING
OPTIMIZATIONS IN NOISY SYSTEMS
ABSTRACT
The present disclosure relates to methods to configure and train server-side streaming
optimizations in noisy systems. The present invention allows a client to configure
tolerances for server-side streaming in terms of tolerances and update rates, and the
server will train to this relative specification to arrive at an absolute range to compare
collected data against. The present invention also allows for the tolerances to be
configured and reported on a management interface.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
For analog measurements, noisy measurements make “diff” computation problematic and
can result in too many updates. Server side models may have some built in tolerances to
filter out noisy data, but none so far allow the client to provision what the tolerances can
be. For cases where the noise model cannot be calibrated in design, in-field tolerances
cannot be known. In cases where the suppression is “too good”, a periodic refresh is also
missing that can resync in cases where the client cannot detect missed publications.
Suppression
For a data driven method of publication, the ability to suppress redundant data on the
server is important. Normally, this is configured on the server and may be optionally
selected by a client.
Most of the server-side suppression is based on counter-based models where error
tolerance is low, and all changes should be reported when they occur. Server-side
suppression in these cases is normally just a straightforward diff – report changes and
suppress values that have not changed.
Periodic Audit / Refresh
This can sometimes cause problems for clients which cannot distinguish between truly
stable data and a loss of streaming data.
The present disclosure proposes to include a parameter that the subscriber can provide
which indicates the maximum timeframe suppression can suppress without sending an
“audit” message to refresh data in case of loss.
Analog Noise Suppression
In analog systems with measurement noise, the other problem is that gauge parameters
will normally fluctuate due to inherent error in measurement and accuracy. There can be
multiple noise contributions to a measurement.
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A way to be able to compare the last reported streaming data with the current collection
and determine what elements have significant enough differences to be reported is
needed.
For numeric data, “significance” can be either specified by a client provisioning the
tolerances either through a set of sample data in the model or via metadata or model
annotations.
It may also be possible for each subscriber to configure tolerances in a subscription so
that each client can have its own idea of when to report changes. This has the drawback
of tracking caches for each client and doing multiple comparisons on every collection,
one for every client, but it is technically possible.
Tolerance Training and Noise Modeling
For cases where the tolerances and noise contributions are not known in advance, it is
also possible for the server to have a built-in training mode that can be supported for a
time window in which the inputs are known to be constant, or to run continuously and
measure and adjust the tolerances based on an analysis of the measured data.
For example, in this mode, the standard deviations of the measurements can be
computed on the server side to give an estimate of the tolerances. Tolerances can be
specified in terms of number of sigmas during the training, or in terms of driving the filtered
output to a “cliff” in which measurements are barely in the envelope and are suppressed
from being reported X out of N measurements. These sigmas can be relative to the
measurement level or can try and characterize the noise in other ways to allow a better
model to provide filtering.
For cases where noise modeling is better done off box, the suppression can be disabled,
raw data can be published, and the noise modeling done off the device, and the
tolerances can be provisioned using the configurable parameters.
Operation
•

Configurable tolerances
o Configurable on the server via “sample data” in an existing model
▪ This works well when the noise model is simple
▪ The “sample data” can represent the +/- of the measurement that
needs to be used in a comparison to detect differences
o Configurable on the server via annotations or metadata
▪ This allows for a more complex configuration but can extend the
noise modeling to be more than just a +/▪ Allows for specifications of noise contributions at different
measurement values where different noise sources can dominate
differently through the dynamic range of the measurement
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▪

•
•

•

•

One noise source may contribute an absolute +/, while another may
contribute a relative +/- and these can be combined
o Configurable in the subscription
▪ A method for each client to provide some sort of tolerance spec
when the subscription is made
▪ Can be either simple +/- or more complex
Suppression selection method
o Default on the service via a configuration option
o Requested by the client when a subscription is made
Suppressed publications
o Data is collected on the server and compared with the “last published”
cache, taking into account tolerance / noise model when doing the
comparison
o Only relevant changes are published
o “last published” cache is updated with the publications
Model training
o If a training model is selected, training mode can be enabled
o While training, data like standard deviations and other measurement
modeling can be tracked on the server using the raw data
o Computations can be performed to update the tolerance model for the
streamed data
o If training is time limited, training should be disabled when done
Refresh
o If suppression is enabled, and a client also requests refresh, when a maxrefresh time has expired, do a full publish and update the “last published”
cache

It will be appreciated that some embodiments described herein may include one or more
generic or specialized processors (“one or more processors”) such as microprocessors,
digital signal processors, customized processors, and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) and unique stored program instructions (including both software and firmware)
that control the one or more processors to implement, in conjunction with certain nonprocessor circuits, some, most, or all of the functions of the methods and/or systems
described herein. Alternatively, some or all functions may be implemented by a state
machine that has no stored program instructions, or in one or more Application-Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASICs), in which each function or some combinations of certain of the
functions are implemented as custom logic. Of course, a combination of the
aforementioned approaches may be used. Moreover, some embodiments may be
implemented as a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having computerreadable code stored thereon for programming a computer, server, appliance, device,
etc. each of which may include a processor to perform methods as described and claimed
herein. Examples of such computer-readable storage mediums include, but are not
limited to, a hard disk, an optical storage device, a magnetic storage device, a ROM (Read
Only Memory), a PROM (Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EPROM (Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory), Flash memory, and the like. When stored in the non-transitory
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computer-readable medium, the software can include instructions executable by a
processor that, in response to such execution, cause a processor or any other circuitry to
perform a set of operations, steps, methods, processes, algorithms, etc.
Although the present disclosure has been illustrated and described herein with reference
to preferred embodiments and specific examples thereof, it will be readily apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments and examples may perform similar
functions and/or achieve like results. All such equivalent embodiments and examples are
within the spirit and scope of the present disclosure.
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